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Abstract. Contemporary electronic health record (EHR) applications incorporate
comprehensive medical knowledge that is being updated very fast. Even EHRs
that are built considering best practices vary slightly in their data models (DM)
over time. There are various software tools supporting DM synchronizations on
the market. Within this paper we describe special requirements that are to be set on
these tools to be successfully applicable for synchronization of DMs in healthcare
domain. As the available tools do not meet the requirements well we also present
a new open source DM synchronization tool Schemagic that is particularly suitable
for these synchronizations. Schemagic was developed as a supportive tool within
the project Information Technologies for Shared Health Care. Several partners
from academy as well as from industry joined for collaboration on this project in
order to cooperate on new approaches to support sharing of medical data and
knowledge among heterogeneous information systems. The Schemagic
synchronization tool has been successfully tested while formalizing the clinical
contents of EHRs in dental medicine. A rapid evolution of the underlying DM that
started with a few clinical concepts and evolved stepwise into hundreds of
attributes and relations has confirmed that Schemagic considerably multiplies
the power and scalability of EHR systems and significantly simplifies further
research and development.
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1. Introduction
Variation in the use of clinical resources, outcomes, costs, access to health care,
clinical content of electronic health records (EHR), and quality of provided health care
are well recognized, ever present features of health care. It is a phenomenon that affects
all sectors of the health care delivery process that is important to clinicians,
administrators, and patients [1]. New generation EHRs should be based on
an architecture flexible enough to last several generations and allowing for
improvements due to experience gained, but without starting from scratch [2].
An EHR is commonly defined as a collection of information that is primarily
concerned with depicting a patient electronically such that health care is supported
across different sites and scenarios. Such information may include, but is not limited to,
demographics, anthropometrics, health history, family history, medications, allergies,
observations, and orders for care and treatment. This definition of an EHR will surely
force it to evolve. Between the basic definition and the ideal existence of
a standardized EHR, there remains a wide void; we lack a common data model (DM),
a common set of data elements, common vocabulary, and a common set of scenarios
[3]. Even the EHRs built considering best practices vary slightly in their DMs over

time, which is an apparent consequence of the variation mention at the beginning of
this paper. Moreover, contemporary EHR systems incorporate comprehensive medical
knowledge that is being updated regularly and that also might force the DMs to slightly
evolve. A seamless support of information flow for increasingly distributed healthcare
processes requires integrating of heterogeneous IT systems into a comprehensive
distributed information system. Different standards contribute to ease this integration
[4]; however, a kind of synchronization of the underlying DMs is often enforced.
Within the project Information Technologies for Shared Health Care several
partners from academy as well as from industry joined in order to cooperate on new
approaches to the EHR design with the main goal of solving various issues connected
with sharing medical data among heterogeneous hospital information systems (HIS)
and EHR applications. Together they are preparing solutions to model various EHRs
and HISs using worldwide-used standards, based mainly on the HL7 version 3
specification [5]. Among pilot applications chosen to test new approaches is
the MUDRLite EHR system [6] that provides interfaces to include user-defined
modules and components. These interfaces enable to develop and integrate special
components to share data among other systems based on a defined communication
standard. MUDRLite architecture is based on two tiers. The first one is a relational
database and the second one is a MUDRLite User Interface. The database schema
corresponds to particular needs and varies therefore in different medical environments.
An important part of the project was to incorporate and structuralize clinical
information in dental medicine using the Dental Cross component [7], [8].
Evolution of the incorporated dental medicine knowledge obviously forced
the evolution of the underlying DM over time. This paper discusses various issues we
faced and requirements we analyzed while synchronizing DMs in order to support
continuous health care. Approaches we came up with can not only be applied to EHRs
in dental medicine but to information systems in healthcare in general terms.

2. Synchronization of Data Models in Healthcare-oriented Information Systems
The rapid progress in database systems research over the past couple of decades has
resulted in the evolution of diverse database environments. Consequently, developing
a declarative approach to schema integration in the context of heterogeneous database
systems was major goal of various research activities [9]. However, the relational
databases and their object-oriented extensions became a standard in the data
management field lately. As Entity-Relationship (ER) modelling approach became
a widely used methodology of designing database models and schemas [10] various
issues connected with the synchronization of DMs and maintenance of data integrity
developed to an extensively investigated issue [11].
Resulting from the ongoing research and answering to the presented demand
various software tools supporting DM comparisons and synchronizations have been
produced, e.g., [12], [13], [14], or [15] to name but a few. All the tools are generally
intuitive to visually compare and synchronize two databases. They scan both databases
and provide the combined schema tree view, with all differences marked. However,
even that these tools are fast and easy to operate we have realized that they do not meet
all requirements that are to be implemented while synchronizing of DMs in information
systems in medicine. Basic functionality of a DM synchronizing tool consists of being
capable to read metadata of relational database schemas, comparing two database

schemas in order to find changes that are to be solved during the synchronization
process, and generation of the synchronizing SQL script. However, further analysis
shows that a successful tool synchronizing DMs in healthcare domain should not only
provide the basic functionality but also it needs to fulfil other requirements stated as
follows:
Universality. As information systems in healthcare domain are increasingly
distributed over various heterogeneous IT systems the tool should be universal enough
to be run on various operating system platforms (e.g., MS Windows, various Linux
based systems, Mac OS) and capable of co-operating with many database system, e.g.,
Oracle, MS SQL Server, DB2, PostgreSQL, MySQL.
• No data loss. The tool must not affect (delete or change) any data stored in
the database that is being synchronized. This is especially important in
the healthcare domain where patients’ data are very sensitive and the importance
of this requirement is well recognized. Even thought this requirement seems to be
obvious, it is often not the case. A simple data loss may be caused by rounding
errors while converting between incompatible data types or by truncating large text
fields. Less obvious (and thus more dangerous) errors may be introduced while
losing of some functional relations and dependencies that exist in the original
database and cannot be held in the new model. Best practices of database
normalization and DMs design shall always be followed [16].
• Extended security. Patient identification is one of the highest and most
controversial priorities for the implementation of HISs [17]. There is a broadly
shared goal to better understand the long-term health status of patients when
addressing their immediate needs, to study the effectiveness of different patterns of
care, to investigate the long-term outcomes of proposed interventions through
clinical research studies, and to optimize the system of healthcare delivery;
however, a misuse of these sensitive information shall always be avoided. Within
a HIS it may be often the case that the clinical data are separated from the
administrative ones so that database administrators cannot get the full-context
information they do not need. A successful tool used to synchronize DMs in
healthcare information systems shall support these scenarios.
• Extensibility. The tool should be extensible in different ways in order allow
the user (developer) adding of new functionality as this may be of significant
importance in the continuously evolving medical domain, e.g., the user should be
able to extend the set of supported database objects. Synchronizing capabilities
ought to be improved or extended in a convenient way, which means, for example,
without the necessity of developing pieces of program code (e.g., new Java™
classes). However, it also should be possible to add new features by adding plugins, which is lately a common way of extending contemporary software.
• Off-line usage. The schema synchronization capability should be available also in
an off-line mode without a direct connection to a particular database at the time of
synchronization. This feature is generally required in 24x7x365 systems providing
year-round performance with critical consequences when the system goes down.
Certainly, HISs are the case. The offline usage supports synchronizing the
developers’ and customers’ schemas before the application deployment.
• Automation support. As the synchronization process in distributed environments,
e.g., complex healthcare information systems, is usually not a simple one,
a command line interface becomes useful. It helps to manipulate schemas of
various servers and to synchronize their models by previously well tested scripts.

•

Standards-based design. In order to ease the end-user usage as well as potential
extensibility by third parties the application of standards is always essential.
• Extensive reporting. A successful synchronizing tool should be capable to generate
a well structured report about the synchronization performed.
• DM documentation. The ability of keeping updated documentation about
the current DM is essential. This usually does not take much additional effort as
the tool needs to learn the DM details to perform the synchronization anyway.
• National languages support. Correct handling of database objects named or in any
other way linked with terms using language specific characters is an inherent
feature that can be essential in localized information systems. Even thought this
seems obvious it is often not the case.
As mentioned above there are various tools supporting DMs synchronization.
However, these tools can mainly serve as good inspirations but they cannot be directly
used to synchronize DMs of EHRs and HISs as they do not meet all the requirements
well. This was mainly the reason why we have developed a new synchronizing tool in
frame of our research aimed to support continuous shared health care.

3. Schemagic – Data Models Synchronization Tool
Schemagic is a tool developed for DM synchronization with the focus on healthcare
environment. It was developed in frame of the applied research within the project
Information Technologies for Shared Health Care number 1ET200300413 of the
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. Further description of Schemagic’s
functionally, features, and usability can be found in [18]. It is based on current state of
the art in this field and on ideas gained while studying of various synchronization tools
with the main goal to meet all the requirements stated especially for DMs
synchronization in healthcare domain. The tool is open source and can be used by
anyone for free. Its source codes are based on design patterns [19] in order to be easily
modifiable and extendable by independent developers in the future. This prevents
the tool from becoming obsolete.
The synchronization process in a simplified form is described in Figure 1. During
the synchronization source schemas’ meta-data are obtained either from a database or
from an XML file describing the DM. The next step of the synchronization process is
the execution of a specially designed diff algorithm that compares both the target and
the source schemas and finds differences. The diff algorithm produces a diff model that
holds all divergences. Final step of the process consists of creation of the
synchronization SQL script via XSL transformation [20] mechanism. The script can be
run anytime to perform the synchronization itself. A detailed description of
the architecture, functionally, features and usability of the Schemagic tool is beyond
the scope of this paper. More details can be provided by the corresponding author on
request.

Figure 1: Schemagic’s functionality model.

4. Results
The Schemagic synchronization tool has been successfully tested while applying
the MUDRLite EHR into the dental medicine domain [7], [8]. The fact that the detailed
structuralization of clinical content of EHRs in dental medicine was a significant part
of our research project caused a rapid evolution of the underlying DM that started with
a few clinical concepts and evolved stepwise into hundreds of attributes and relations.
The Czech national patent application number PV 2005-229 contains some results of
this particular research.
The Schemagic tool fulfilled requirements set on a database schema
synchronization tool in healthcare environment and significantly eased our further
research and development. Owing mostly to its universality there were no problems
with compatibilities of various DMs and their distributed parts that were evolving
during the formalization of the clinical EHR content in dental medicine. The capability
to generate the DM documentation has made our research and development very
convenient. Moreover, we have successfully applied Schemagic while formalizing
the clinical content of EHR systems in neurosurgery.

5. Conclusion
There are various tools supporting DMs synchronization avilable; however, these tools
are not particularly suitable for synchronizing of DMs in healthcare domain. We
propose a new open source software tool Schemagic that meets well all
the requirements set for these synchronizations. This tool has been successfully tested
while synchronizing various DMs developed within the project Information
Technologies for Shared Health Care. Using Schemagic synchronizing tool multiplies

the power and scalability of EHR systems and significantly simplifies further research
and development. Moreover, the open source based character and the openness of the
tool enables additional extensions and modifications of the tool’s features according to
particular users’ needs.
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